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Transmit the following in 	  
tort,  111 plorntrit or codri 

Via 	AIRTEL 

L 

TO 	 LIRECTOR, FBI (44-38861) 

(100-438794) 

 

FROM 	 SAC, PHILADELPHIA (44-1308) 

(100-47194) 

MURK1N 

     

COMINFIL SCLC 

(0677TLANTA) 
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1  • (t.- 44-3E861  

2- Atlanta (SCLC) 	 ;1. 
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1 	' 2— 100-438794  

2- Columbia (SCLC) 	
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3- flew York 	 Ir"..\% 

1- 44- 	(MrKIN) 	 13 3 

 

1- 100- (SCLC) 

1- 157-  (JAMEr; BEVEL) 

4- Philadelphia 

1- 44-1368 	
..., 

1- 100-117194  

1-  157-2979 (JAMES BTVEL) 	
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1- 170-53 	(PH 897-R) 	 , 
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PH 44-135E 
P11 100-47194 

state iquor s are Is cn ne .irs 
oor and there are approximately four apartments on the 

second floor. EveryoneresidinF in the apartments on the 
second floor is connected in some way with SCLC. 

It is to be noted that BEVERLY STERNER 
and BEVEL have been interviewed by aFen s at tnIs 

a. ress. 
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ae ermi e 	 any plan„ 
in connect •n wi 	le reran 	rest of RALPH ABERNATHY in 
Charleston, S.C. 

01, EL was in New York and has been .1n lew Jo r. lo three 
wee)-.s. He also 	- ted that it would 1:e impossiLl 

to contact hire at this tine. 

With 	 activity of SCLC in Charleston, 
S.C., 	 no lans have been made Lv Sr7LC'. 
in Phi ace plia 

1111111111111110 

was 
apparently falling apart in Philadelphia. 

The above is furnished for informatic,n and was 
not put into an LHM because it would immediately identify 
an informant of continuing value. 
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PH 44-1168 
PH 100-47194 

!WY YOU: 
AT 111-4q YORY,  

Attempt to locate whereabouts of JAMES BEVEL and 
if in a hospital, attempt to determine reason for hospitaliza-
tion. 
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